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When people talk about a revived
downtown, they talk about streets,
buildings and businesses. But we know
that the real revival is the creative
human energy on display all around us.
These are just some of the people who
are the true spirt of a new downtown
– the change makers, innovators,
creators and trend setters who are
redefining community. We don’t just
live out our passion, we “OWN IT”.
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“Our goal was
to create art
pieces that
were visually
alluring and
unforgettable.”
- Eric Rumble

At least that was the goal of one of
Night\Shift’s most visible installations (and
certainly its most labour-intensive). Night\
Shift festival director Eric Rumble and grad
students from the University of Waterloo’s
Water Institute (a group called SWIGS, for
short) collected thousands of discarded
plastic bottles and then cleaned, counted
and used them to build the Creatures of the
Gyre – four giant illuminated sea creatures.

drinking from single-use plastic bottles,”
says Rumble, who founded Night\Shift
last year. At the festival’s first version in
November 2013, SWIGS unveiled a fourfoot long illuminated fish made entirely
of salvaged bottles and Christmas lights,
affectionately known as Swiggy. This year,
they brought Swiggy company in the form
of a giant octopus, jelly fish, turtle and sting
ray. The number of bottles used to build
the four creatures is equal to the number of
bottles that are tossed into recycling bins
and garbage cans every 15 to 20 minutes in
Waterloo Region.

“We wanted to ignite a discussion about
the environmental consequences of

By using a clear plastic material to illustrate
an invisible issue, the installation creates a

If 6,300 rescued plastic bottles
don’t make a statement, maybe
Swiggy can.

subtle sense of irony. “And obviously the
use of sea creatures is more purposeful
and overt,” explains Eric. “We also wanted
to draw attention to the amount of plastic
materials that go into the ocean.”
Bottles were rescued from dorm rooms,
campus recycling bins and office blue
bins. All summer, bins with signage were
placed at downtown festivals, encouraging
attendees to donate their bottles to the
installation instead of simply tossing
them out. Bottles were even salvaged
from curbside blue bins. Every bottle was
washed and then meticulously mounted
into position during a week-long building
process, heavily supported by volunteer
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“We wanted to ignite a discussion about the
environmental consequences of drinking
from single-use plastic bottles.”
- Eric Rumble
labour and with the Kitchener Market
providing assembly space.
For Eric, inspiration came from a similar
installation in New York City called ‘Head
in the Clouds’ in which more than 50,000
water bottles were used to create a giant
pavilion.
“Why wouldn’t we try to do something
purposeful with a material that has such a
short life span?” asks Eric. “Our goal was to
create art pieces that were visually alluring
and unforgettable, yet at the same time
could embed a lasting imprint in peoples’
minds around unnecessary consumption in
Waterloo Region.”
Night\Shift, a community-built event
initiated by Alternatives Journal, a national
environmental magazine published in
downtown Kitchener, was the perfect fit for
the Creatures of the Gyre.
“When you talk about critical environmental
issues using doom and gloom scenarios,
you leave people feeling powerless,” Eric
explains, “but if you can convey the same
message in a fun, playful and positive way,
people are more likely to respond to the
problem being examined.”
Cory Bluhm

All Photography: Matt Smith | @MattSKW

@CoryBluhm
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FLASH
CELEBRATING CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY

“FLASH is a shared
experience to
celebrate our collective
photographic stories.”
- Charles Fraresso, Christie
All Photography: Darin White
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“We can’t all be world-class
photographers, but everyone has
the potential to make a great photo.”
- Anthony Reinhart, Communitech

George Tsintzouras (Christie), Tony Reinhart (Communitech), Charles Fraresso (Christie),
Darin White (makebright), Gordon Hatt (CAFKA), Catherine Bischoff, Mark Walton (Foto:RE)

FLASH, in its simplest form, is a
celebration of photography. It was born
out of a quintessential Waterloo Region
mash-up of art, technology, and getting it
done. On January 23, 2015, the community
is invited to join us at The Tannery Event
Centre to help light up an exploration of
photography. We will be showing photos
selected from community submissions,
from featured local photographers, and
rocking a headliner talk with Pulitzer Prize
winning photographer Barbara Davidson.
Immersive photo displays of some of the
area’s best photography will be powered
by state-of-the-art Christie projection
technology. With the goal of FLASH
2015 being the beginning of a deeper dive
into photography in subsequent events,
community input is essential. Tell us what
you want! And, leading up to the show,
great content will be delivered to the streets
in pop-up displays; watch for the FLASH
logo and save the date!
For more information: http://flashwr.ca
| twitter: @flashWR | info@flashwr.ca
Darin White

@DarinTheGreat
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BEARFACE
VISUAL ART

JON JOHNSON

‘I love that I get
to use my skills
to help make
downtown a more
interesting, vibrant
place to live and
to visit.’
- Jon Johnson
All Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

VISUAL ART

Homegrown screen-printer and graphic
designer Jon ‘Bearface’ Johnson is taking
on the challenge of breathing new life into
downtown’s public face.
“I love that I get to use my skills to try and
make downtown a more interesting, vibrant
place to live, and visit,” said Jon.
Jon’s unique style of poster design has
given many downtown events a hip new
image. He explained that the revitalization

and development of downtown has helped
him connect more with the city.
“I’ve always known I wanted to stay local,
but the fact that more and more cool stuff is
going on, and the fact that I feel like the city
has embraced me and what I’m currently
doing in life, just keeps making it easier to
justify the decision [to stay],” he said.
Jon is a staple at art events and his designs
have ignited downtown events like BikeFest

POSTER PERFECTION
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and King Street Art Markets. “I think
downtown will be changing and evolving for
a long time. I love getting to see that.”
Anna Beard

@abeard07
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“The new
building had to
have an iconic,
progressive
design.”

- Craig Beattie
As cities struggle with the emergence of
a new “big box” phenomenon – boxy,
concrete, usually grey, high-rise buildings
that are also dotting KW’s skyline –
something counter to this is happening
in Kitchener’s Innovation District.
Developers and architects are making bold
yet playful statements with their new take
on building designs.
“It’s exciting to see fresh, new approaches
to architecture,” said Sandro Bassanese,
a senior urban designer with the City of
Kitchener. “The new buildings surrounding
King and Victoria aren’t the formulaic
podium-middle-top rectangular style that
we’re seeing throughout the region.”
For Craig Beattie and his partners at

All Photography: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat

Perimeter Development Corporation, one
of the developers of the Breithaupt Block
and Google’s future new home, the goal was
as much about making a statement as it was
setting a tone for other developments in the
Innovation District.

someone held two corners and twisted it
ever so gently. Because of the site’s high
grade, the glass box will greet people
travelling south along King Street, while
framing the vista for people travelling east
along Victoria Street.

“We took a lot of time with our team
designing a contemporary addition to the
historic factory, making sure we got it
right,” Craig said. “The new building had
to have an iconic, progressive design.”

Craig is quick to point out the proximity
of the Breithaupt Block to two other
iconic buildings, the Kaufman Lofts
and the School of Pharmacy. But most
importantly, the future multi-modal station
at King & Victoria.

While Buildings C through G have been
delicately restored, the most exciting
design element will be the three storey
contemporary addition on top of Building
A. Instead of a straight glass box, the
glass turns subtly at various angles, as if

“There will be significant intensification
around the station,” he explained. “We
wanted to establish a clear benchmark
for what development in the Innovation
District should look like.”

ARCHITECTURE

DESIGN

CRAIG & MATT
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Model of the Breithaupt Block built by UW School of Architecture

Renderings courtesy of ABA Architects

Meanwhile, for ABA Architects, the
challenge designing the 1 Victoria
condominium project became a process
of marrying the contemporary architecture
of certain neighbouring buildings like
the University of Waterloo School of
Pharmacy with the more traditional,
highly ornate and orderly architecture of
repurposed factory buildings like Kaufman
Lofts and the Tannery.
Matt Bolen is ABA’s project architect for
Momentum Development’s 1 Victoria
condos. The design inspiration didn’t come
from a concrete box, but from what Matt
calls the ‘brick box’.
“The brick box is the simplest notion of

what a heritage warehouse building is,”
he explained, referring to the common
repetitious pattern of a window encased
by brick columns. “We played around with
different ways to stack, stager, cantilever
and punch the brick box through a more
contemporary glass frame.”
“When people see the final result, the
building will appear as though a series of
traditional brick buildings are floating in
the air, tied seamlessly together by the glass
curtain walls.”
With the building’s structure now rising
out of the ground, Matt said that early
collaboration between the design team Momentum Developments, GSP Group,

& ABA Architects, and city and regional
staff - allowed logistical concerns to marry
with the architectural expression of the
building. For example, to create shade and
wind protection for pedestrians and transit
riders, the ground floor gently curves below
a cantilevered brick box which will extend
over the sidewalk.
With these two iconic landmarks rising
from the ground, it is clear that a new
standard for design excellence is emerging
in downtown Kitchener.
Cory Bluhm

@CoryBluhm
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“We took a lot of time with
our team designing a
contemporary addition to
the historic factory, making
sure we got it right.”
- Craig Beattie
All Photography: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat

TRANSFORMING
SPACE
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DAVID
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ARCHITECTURE

“I’ve always been fascinated by that magical
moment when day turns to night.”
- David Warne
Photography: Matt Smith | @MattSKW

ARCHITECTURE
It’s not often that a building will naturally
transform throughout the day. But this is
exactly what architect David Warne was
able to achieve with the newly renovated
Central Library.
“I’ve always been fascinated by that magical
moment when day turns to night,” David
says, referring to the golden glow in the sky
at dusk.

DESIGN

DAVID
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access stunning views of the surrounding
district. On the south side of the building,
large windows overlook the historic jail
house and stone wall. On the north side,
the windows create views of the new green
space that will eventually become a vibrant
urban square.
David’s greatest challenge, however,
was to act on his original fascination.

David has a unique connection to the
library. Growing up in Kitchener, his
father worked under architect Carl Rieder
who designed the original library building.
Because of this, David was instantly
determined to masterfully connect the
old building with the new addition. The
transition from day to night was one way
he achieved this.

“We asked ourselves, how do we make the
building glow at night, without unnecessarily
spilling light everywhere,” he says.

By creating a transparent glass skin around
the original building, you can experience
the building in very different ways,” David
explains. During the day, the library is framed
by a contemporary glass façade. At night, the
glass curtain wall all but disappears, allowing
users to appreciate the exterior frame of
Rieder’s original design. To achieve this,
extra time was spent sourcing a type of glass
with low reflectivity.

David Warne is an Architect and Partner with
LGA Architectural Partners. www.lga-ap.com

The solution: a complex arrangement
of hidden light fixtures, programmable
LED lights that will express the “mood”
of the library and let downtown’s newest
architectural gem shine.

Cory Bluhm

@CoryBluhm

In the daytime, visitors will notice a
seemingly random pattern on the windows,
where the glass alternates from transparent
to opaque. But as David explains, the
pattern is quite purposeful, yet abstract, as
it takes on the image of a book shelf.
“When you look at a book shelf, you’ll
see books stacked with varying widths,”
he says. “We wanted to create a whimsical
representation of what is the foundation of
a library, and express it on the exterior of
the building.”
From the inside, the location of the
windows was also highly intentional.
Critical for David was allowing users to
Photograph courtesy of LGA Architectural Partners
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THINKFORM
REINVENTING THE WORKPLACE

“My goal is to
create a brand
experience in
their workplace
that is a natural
translation and
extension of
their company’s
brand identity.”
- Kelly O’Connor
Photography: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat

DESIGN

These aren’t your parents’ offices. Not
only are there no walls, there are no
cubicle walls. They are completely wide
open and transparent. Programmable
space takes precedent over personal space.
Connectivity trumps privacy. These are
the emerging new work spaces being
carved out in downtown Kitchener’s older
buildings. Kelly O’Connor, senior designer
with Thinkform, has been at the forefront
of this change.
“Because these companies operate
paperless, the personal workspace can be
reduced to a simple desk and computer,”
Kelly said. As a result, she adds, they “can
completely invent the way in which they
want to work.”
But while these exposed brick-and-beam
spaces are revered for their unique form,
Kelly is quick to point out that function still
drives the design.
“Our clients have an intimate understanding
of functionality, fueled by an in-depth level

of programming they want to see happen
in their space.”
Kelly has recently completed office designs
for many of downtown’s prominent new
companies, such as Vidyard, Thalmic
Labs, Square, Perimeter Developments
and Colliers. She has also redesigned the
lobby of 305 King and designed the new
restaurants for Gilt and Pure. For most
of her clients, social spaces like large
communal kitchens, transparent meeting
rooms and collaborative break areas drive
the final design.
“My goal is to create a brand experience in
their workplace that is a natural translation
and extension of their company’s brand
identity,” she explains.
Certain designs are purposely simple,
clean and polished, while others are
purposely rough and artsy. For one
company, her challenge was to develop
a layout that would create daily buzz in
their workspace.

THINKFORM
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When asked where she finds her design
inspiration, Kelly says it simply comes from
20 years of experience that has taken her
to places like southern Italy, New York and
Calgary. She’s always trying to take fresh
ideas from abroad, and reinterpret them in
our local context.
“Italians,” she notes, “are masters at mixing
new with the old,” referring to their ability
to weave contemporary interiors inside
classically designed historic buildings.
Now it’s Kelly who is masterfully weaving
a new way of working inside downtown
Kitchener’s older buildings.
www.thinkform.ca

@thinkform_arch

To see more of Kelly’s work go to
downtownkitchener.ca
Cory Bluhm

@CoryBluhm
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All Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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“..people are
looking for
fresh, healthy
food prepared
quickly and
creatively.”
- Ewelina Krawczyk

NEW RESTAURANTS
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305 King St. W. Unit 101 www.PureJBK.com @PureJBK

Pure Juice Bar + Kitchen opened in the office
tower at the corner of King and Water streets
in mid-October, and it’s already filling a niche
with food lovers wanting healthy, quick meals.
With a high, open ceiling and sleek design,
Pure is the brainchild of owner Ewelina
Krawczyk, 37, whose family operated Nougat
Bakery on Queen Street until it was sold a
couple of years ago.
“Starting there, I developed a passion for
good food and the food industry here in
Kitchener. I love being involved with local
food events and supporting local charities,”
said Ewelina.
A Kitchener resident, Ewelina created Pure
based on her love of travel, vibrant food
experiences and healthy eating. She believed
that downtown needed a casual, madefrom-scratch restaurant; so, Pure Juice Bar +
Kitchen was born.
Convenience is key for customers’ busy
lifestyles, Ewelina explained, and Pure adds to

that a mix of raw foods, grain bowls, “Vitality
Bowls,” smoothies, and juices that are freshly
squeezed in their kitchen.
The menu draws on the “superfood” qualities
that reputedly come from ingredients like
quinoa, chia seeds, coconut oil and acai
berries. However, it’s not limited to vegan or
vegetarian options. “There’s something for
everyone,” she says.
Pure also supports local businesses for the
produce, baked goods and dairy supplies
they use and that philosophy meshes with the
evolving downtown. Ewelina says she serves
a growing demographic that is serious about
healthy food but also appeals to the general
population.
“From young professionals to families to
empty nesters, people are looking for fresh,
healthy food prepared quickly and creatively.”
Andrew Coppolino

@WatRegionEats
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305 King St. W. Unit 102 www.GiltRestaurant.com @GiltRestaurant

All Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

With a combined age of only 46 years,
Gilt Restaurant co-owners Trella White
and Chef Stephanie Randall are off to an
impressive start as young restaurateurs.

however many interest us,” said Trella.
“We’re looking for new flavours and new
techniques, and we love trying different
things.”

The bar, lounge and 65-seat restaurant on
the ground floor of the office tower at 305
King Street West is their second venture;
they also operate Cork Restaurant in Elora.

Trella and Stephanie want the casual
menu and the bright, open space at Gilt
to encourage guests to visit and linger for
both work and play.

At Gilt, the Wilfrid Laurier University
graduates have created a sharingplates menu with global flavours – a
contemporary dining style that is an
expression of their own personalities.

“We want to share our love of food and
be offering people some different dishes,”
said Chef Stephanie. “We want this to be a
personal experience for customers.”

“When we go out, we tend to order
many small dishes – five appetizers, or

Andrew Coppolino

@WatRegionEats

KINKAKU IZAKAYA

FOOD
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All Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

KINKAKU IZAKAYA
Kinkaku Izakaya co-owners Monica Guo
and Leo Jin came to Kitchener via Niagara
Region – with a side trip for culinary
training in Tokyo.
Monica, 29, and Leo, 37, sold their St.
Catharines restaurant in 2011 and took
a well-earned sabbatical which included
embarking on a study of cookery in
Japan. They returned to Canada in 2013
and opened their current Kitchener
venture: a Japanese-style “izakaya,” which,
historically, was a bar that served a bit of
food with drinks.

217 King St. W.

@KinkakuIzakya

– which Leo calls the popular Canadian
model – Kinkaku continues to prepare
unique dishes.
“About 90 percent of our original izakaya
menu is still served. It’s just all you can eat
now,” explained Monica.
The restaurant draws heavily on the
region’s universities for its customer base,
but Leo said they are eager to expand that
base to include more downtown Kitchener
residents and those working in the central
business district.

“An izakaya is a concept and not a menu.
We opened Kinkaku as an authentic
izakaya with a small-plates tasting menu,”
said Leo who has worked at Japanese
restaurants and sushi bars in Toronto.

With his Japanese culinary training, Leo
loves to introduce new menu items,
which for Monica, translates to seeing the
customer’s response in the restaurant’s
dining room.

The couple, now Kitchener residents,
determined that uptown Waterloo was too
crowded for their business and Kitchener
would be perfect for an izakaya. Though
it is now an “all-you-can-eat” restaurant

“I like to see when people enjoy their
meals and have a very good dish,” she said.
“I like to see that face.”
Andrew Coppolino

@WatRegionEats

“An izakaya is
a concept, not
a menu.”
- Leo Jin
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Photo: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat
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Photography: Dean Landry

Photography: Dean Landry
Photography: Dean Landry

KALE SALAD, GO GO MART
331 King St. W.
INGREDIENTS
Salad
1 cup toasted pecan halves
1 small butternut squash
2 bunches kale, torn into pieces
3 sweet apples, cored & thinly sliced
Dressing
2 tbsp. honey
1 tbsp. Dijon-style mustard
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KUNG PAO TOFU, EXCLAMAT!ON
58 Frederick St.
3 medium beets, diced
¼ cup dried cranberries
¼ cup currants
2 tbsp. thinly sliced fresh mint
1 shallot, minced
½ cup olive oil

DIRECTIONS
Place an iron pan over high heat on your stove. When it’s blisteringly
hot, toss in the pecans and toast them. Allow pecans to cool. Cut off the
bulbous bottom of the squash. Peel the top part of the squash, and chop
it into ¼ inch diced pieces.
Toss the kale into a mixing bowl, toss in the squash, apples, beets,
cranberries, currants, mint and toasted pecans until well mixed. Then
arrange on a serving platter.
In a separate bowl, whisk together honey, mustard and shallot. When
uniformly mixed, whisk in the olive oil. Dress the salad with the dressing.
Serve and enjoy!

INGREDIENTS
3 pieces of tofu cut into small pieces and deep fried to golden brown.
1 lb. of mixed vegetables (bamboo shoots, mushroom, carrot,
baby corn, onion, celery and pepper)
Sauce
4 oz. chopped peanuts
6 oz. dry red chili pepper
1 tbsp. chopped garlic
1 tbsp. soy sauce

2 tbsp. sesame oil, divided
2 tsp. sugar
2 tsp. cornstarch, dissolved
in 2 tbsp. water

DIRECTIONS
Sauce: In a small bowl combine the peanuts, chili pepper, garlic, soy sauce,
sesame oil, sugar and corn starch. Mix together in a medium skillet. Heat
sauce slowly until aromatic.
Add the deep fried tofu and mixed vegetables to the Kung Pao sauce and
let simmer together until sauce thickens.
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Photography: Dean Landry

SPICED PUMPKIN BEIGNETS,
ENTERTAINING ELEMENTS 179 King St. W.
INGREDIENTS
2 ½ tsp. dry yeast
Pinch of salt
2 ¼ cups a ll-purpose flour
3 large eggs
1 tbsp. oil

1 cup c anned or homemade
pumpkin puree
1 tbsp. brandy
Vegetable oil for frying
½ cup confectioners’ sugar

DIRECTIONS
Dissolve the yeast and salt in ½ cup of warm water. Combine the yeast with
1 cup of flour, mix until smooth. Form the yeast-flour mixture into a ball and
place in a large bowl. Cover with a dishcloth and set in a warm place for 1 hour.
Meanwhile, beat the eggs and add remaining flour and oil and mix well. Let
stand while the yeast-flour mixture rises. When the yeast-flour mixture has
doubled in size, combine it with the egg-flour mixture. Stir in the pumpkin
puree and the brandy. Beat with a wooden spoon until the batter is smooth.
Let stand for 1 hour. The dough should be elastic.

TREATS & EATS

Photography: Dean Landry

LEGENDARY BURRITOS, CAFE PYRUS
16 Charles St.
INGREDIENTS
Refried Beans
1 tbsp. oil
1 onion chopped fine
3 cloves garlic chopped fine

2 cans of black beans
2 tsp. ground cumin
Sea salt

4 10” soft corn tortillas
½ cup of diaya (vegan cheese substitute)
1 avocado, sliced thinly
1 cup salsa (chop tomatoes, onions, red peppers, cilantro, lime juice)
1 cup rice
DIRECTIONS
Add oil to heavy skillet to heat medium high. Add onions to pan and
sauté until translucent and soft, then add garlic. Salt to taste and sauté until
golden brown. Then add cumin. Drain and wash beans to degasify. Add
beans and one can of water to the pan, reduce heat to a simmer. As the
beans reduce and thicken, add salt to flavour and continue to stir. When the
beans reach desired consistency, turn off the heat.

In a frying pan, pour in vegetable oil to a depth of about 1 ½ inches. Heat
the oil to 360 degrees. Drop spoonfuls of dough into the hot oil. Fry until
Take the remaining ingredients, split them into four portions and roll ‘em
golden brown, about 1 minute on each side. Drain the beignets on paper
up. Place rolled burritos back into the pan and brown them all toasty like
towels. Roll them in the confectioners’ sugar and sprinkle with cinnamon.
and voila! Serve with corn tortilla chips and salsa, and accept all the praise!

TREATS & EATS
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Photography: Dean Landry

JERK CHICKEN, THE CARIBBEAN KITCHEN
300 King St. E.
INGREDIENTS
12 chicken thighs, bone in
Jerk Marinade
1 bunch spring onions, chopped
1 inch piece ginger, chopped
3 garlic cloves
½ small onion
3 scotch bonnet chillies, deseeded
½ tsp. dried thyme or 1 tbsp. fresh
thyme leaves

1 lime, halved
Juice of 1 lime
2 tbsp. soy sauce
2 tbsp. vegetable oil
3 tbsp. brown sugar
1 tbsp. ground allspice

DIRECTIONS
To make the jerk marinade, combine all the ingredients in a food
processor along with 1 tsp. salt, and blend to a purée. Don’t be tempted to
add water, as you want a thick paste. Taste the jerk mixture for seasoning
– add more salt, chillies, or brown sugar until flavours balanced. Make a
few slashes in the chicken thighs and pour the marinade over the meat,
rubbing it into all the crevices. Cover and leave to marinate overnight in
the fridge.
To get a more authentic jerk experience, add some wood chips to your
barbecue, and cook your chicken over slow, indirect heat for 30 mins.

RECIPES

Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

THE DUDE, BIG DADDY CHEESE
Market Square Food Court
INGREDIENTS & DIRECTIONS
Butter 2 slices of bread
Lay down 1 & 1/2 slices cheddar or processed cheese
Add 4 slices of bacon on top
Spread 4 oz. of Kraft Dinner
Top with 1/2 slice cheddar
Grill for approx 3 minutes
DUDE VARIATIONS
Hot Dude - add Frank’s Hot Sauce
Dude Ranch - add Ranch Dressing
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CHEF TERRY SALMOND

FOOD

HOMEGROWN

CHEF TERRY SALMOND
WALPER HOTEL

Looking ahead
toward a
downtown
‘cluster’ where
food culture
is interwoven
with the core.
Photography: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat
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CHEF TERRY SALMOND
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With a youth spent moving between
Ontario and British Columbia, Walper
Hotel Executive Chef Terry Salmond is
establishing strong roots in Kitchener when
it comes to food culture.
Born in Scarborough, Salmond, 32, travelled
and worked before settling here with his wife
Sarah and their two children in 2008. The
Cameron Heights Collegiate graduate never
really envisioned a career as a chef, despite
the fact that he often found himself cooking
for friends regularly.
As for his recent success cooking for
television as runner-up in Food Network
TV’s “Top Chef ” competition, Terry says
that the profile and notoriety really haven’t
changed him at all.
“It might be uncool to say,” he laughs, “but
Top Chef wasn’t as life altering as I thought
it would be.”
Looking ahead, he’s working toward a
downtown “cluster” where food culture is
interwoven, including teaching kids about
food and agriculture.
“I’m actually working with my former homeeconomics teacher at Cameron,” Terry said.
“We’d like to create a culinary garden and
market program to help students understand
where their food comes from and how it is
produced.”
@TerrySalmond
@WalperHotel
www.walper.com
Andrew Coppolino

@WatRegionEats
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Kawartha Ice Cream
FOUND AT THE YETI
14 Eby St. N.

FOOD
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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WHAT THEY OFFER

Scones, obviously, as well as a variety
of other baked goods, some gluten and
dairy free. They also offer soups, salads,
and sandwiches served with bread made
in-house. Hot beverages are aplenty!

HAND-PICKED BY

Caitlin Chapman
Sales Manager, The Walper Hotel

WHAT TO ORDER

The Peanut Butter Chocolate Chip scone is
so perfect because the peanut butter mixed
with the chocolate chips were the perfect
balance. It’s nice to see so many gluten
free, dairy free options, like the pumpkin
almond bar. Such a wonderful new mother/
daughter business to join DTK!
15 Scott St., Kitchener ON
519-954-1741

THE SCONE LADIES
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

WHAT THEY OFFER

A variety of traditional Latin American
foods.

HAND-PICKED BY

Melissa Baumunk, Hair Stylist, Brown Salon

WHAT TO ORDER

Pupusas! Handmade, fresh to order by
Anita, these thick corn tortillas stuffed with
bean, cheese, pork and jalapeños, topped
with pickled cabbage and hot sauce, are full
of flavour and make an excellent lunch or
dinner. Well-priced, incredible food, and a
charming atmosphere make the American
Latina Variety and Deli a true hidden gem!
331 King St. W., Kitchener ON
519-571-8082

AMERICAN LATINA VARIETY & DELI
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FOOD
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

WHAT THEY OFFER

Sandwiches, pitas, burgers, onion rings,
salads, always using the best quality meats
and ingredients.

HAND-PICKED BY

Cory Crossman, KOI Music Festival

WHAT TO ORDER

I always order the Angus Philly Cheese
with Chipotle Mayo. There are some great
sandwiches downtown but this one.. is the
best! This place has a nice atmosphere with
50s/60s rock tunes always playing. This
sandwhich is top of my list as it’s full of
flavour and always delicious. Friendly staff
and great eats!
98 King St. W., Kitchener ON
519-743-4400

TASTE OF PHILLY CHEESESTEAK

“This is a pork rib dish that is
unlike the usual ribs we are
used to – those slathered
with BBQ sauce. Instead, the
ribs are cooked in a slightly
spicy broth until the meat
literally falls off the bone
with a light prod. ”
- Maple Tay

WHAT THEY OFFER

Traditional Korean BBQ dishes

HAND-PICKED BY

Maple Tay, TableforMaple.com

WHAT TO ORDER

My absolute favourite to order is the pork
bone soup (gamjatang) for sure. The ribs
are cooked in a slightly spicy broth until the
meat literally falls off the bone with a light
prod. You will only need chopsticks to eat
this dish and still be able to do it effortlessly.
The broth may be a little too spicy to drink
for some but it is flavourful and warming if
you don’t mind a little spice. Add a side of
rice and you are set to go.
265 King St. E., Kitchener ON
519-568-7111

KOREAN BBQ

FOOD
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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WHAT THEY OFFER

Delicious upscale Caribbean food, with daily
lunch specials under $7 that include items
suchs as Roties and Jerk Burgers. Vegan
options & gluten allergy accomodations.

HAND-PICKED BY

Thusenth Dhavaloganathan, MyLocal

WHAT TO ORDER

For an appetizer, you must have one of
his soups - pumpkin & sweet potato soup,
black bean soup, but especially the pepper
pot soup. You must also have one of his
fritters - Callaloo Fritter or Pumpkin Fritter.
As a main course for dinner, you should
have his Curried Goat dish or Blackened
Catfish.
www.EllisonsBistro.com
14 Charles St. W., Kitchener ON
519-744-2075

ELLISON’S BISTRO
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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LESLIE KALBFLEISCH
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LESLIE KALBFLEISCH
WHERE DISNEY AND FASHION COLLIDE

‘When I felt
creatively
choked, I would
go downtown
Kitchener to shop
at stores like Out
of the Past.’
-Leslie Kalbfleisch

Photography: Dean Landry

HOMEGROWN

FASHION

LESLIE KALBFLEISCH
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What started as a Disney fan blog, soon
transformed into something bigger. A source
of inspiration for fashion lovers and Disney
fans alike, blogger Leslie Kalbfleisch shows
readers how to dress like their favourite
characters in a modern way.
“Disneybounding is a form of subtle dress
up, which goes unnoticed by those around
you,” explains Leslie. Her aunt was a major
creative influence in her life, teaching Leslie
how to sew, and encouraging her love of
fashion. Not just a source for styling advice,
“Disneybound” also incorporates a deeper
message of empowerment, encouraging
readers to embrace their personal style.
Leslie gets her inspiration from Disney parks,
fashion magazines, and exploring the streets.
“When I was a teenager, I felt creatively I was
being choked, so I would hop on a bus and
go downtown Kitchener to shop at stores like
Out of the Past.”
Leslie is truly making a difference by spreading
the message that it’s OK to be you.
Christina Proctor

@WearOutThere
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FASHION

REBECCA LOFSNES
Owner, Gloss Boutique and Salon
RED SHIRT – Gloss Boutique
and Salon, 87 King Street West

TANK – Gloss Boutique and
Salon, 87 King Street West

JEANS – Gloss Boutique and
Salon, 87 King Street West

BOOTS – Petsche’s Shoes,
147 King Street West

NECKLACE – BG Diamonds
and Gold, 91 King Street West

HAIR – Brown Salon, Melissa
Baumunk, 33 Queen Street
South

RING – BG Diamonds and Gold,
91 King Street West

BRACELET – Gloss Boutique
and Salon, 87 King Street West

Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

Location: Crowne Plaza Hotel Kitchener Waterloo 105 King Street East
All Makeup Credits: Nikki Kosslyn, Face Grafitti Makeup Artistr, nikikosslyn@gmail.com

FASHION
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AMINA GILANI
MyLocal, MyLocalapp.ca
HAIR – Brown Salon,
Cagney Schaeffer, 33
Queen Street South

EARRINGS –
White Tiger Vintage
Boutique, 248 King
Street East

NAILS – House of
Angels Spa, 106
Duke Street East

JACKET – Gloss
Boutique and Salon,
87 King Street West

SHIRT – Fine
Feathers, 22 Ontario
Street North

JEANS – Gloss
Boutique and Salon,
87 King Street West

BOOTS – Petsche’s
Shoes, 147 King
Street West
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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ALLAN CAYENNE
K-W Oktoberfest Inc.
HAIR – Brown Salon, Leanne
Schumacher, 33 Queen
Street South

SWEATER – More Than Half
Fair Trade Clothing, 8 King
Street East

SHIRT – Mega Brands, 137
King Street East

JEANS – The Jump Off Hip
Hop Clothing, 145 King
Street East

SHOES – Nigel’s Athletic
Direct, 25 Frederick Street
(Market Square)

Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

Location: Crowne Plaza Hotel Kitchener Waterloo 105 King Street East

FASHION

#DTKstyle
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MEAGHAN HAWKINS
Sales and Strategic Initiatives, THEMUSEUM
Hair – Brown Salon, Leanne Schumacher,
33 Queen Street South
Necklace – BG Diamonds and Gold,
91 King Street West
Watch – Budds, 165 King Street West
Ring – BG Diamonds and Gold,
91 King Street West
Nails – House of Angels Spa,
106 Duke Street East
Sweater – Budds, 165 King Street West
Jeans – Budds, 165 King Street West
Boots – Petsche’s Shoes, 147 King Street West

Location: Crowne Plaza Hotel Kitchener Waterloo 105 King Street East

Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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THEMUSEUM

GETTING
NAKED
EVENTS

David Marskell, CEO, THEMUSEUM | @Marskell | @THEMUSEUM

The Canada Council Art Bank has been
collecting work by the best Canadian
artists of our times for over forty years. It
has become the world’s largest collection
of contemporary Canadian art with over
17,000 paintings, prints, photographs
and sculptures by some 3,000 artists.

Given that artists, from the earliest days
of humankind, have been making works
that depict or represent the naked body,
it is no surprise that a significant part of
the collection consists of works where the
subject is naked. Or nude. Or unclothed.
The Art Bank has shared approximately

Photography: ??
Photography: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat

3,000 works every year through rental and
outreach programs. Interestingly, works
that depict fully or partially clothed bodies
are rarely exhibited.
THEMUSEUM is the first to gather over
100 of these “forgotten” works for public

EVENTS

THEMUSEUM
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“Absolute nakedness
was intrusive,
confusing to the
senses. Paradoxically,
it both revealed and
diminished identity.”
- P.D. James

exhibition, providing an opportunity to
experience a collection of nationallyowned art pieces. The works selected were
created over a span of almost a century and
range in media, subject and styles.
The exhibition will be supported by The
Naked Dialogues, a series of panels,
speakers and films that explore topics
from changing societal mores and values,
art historical traditions and disruptions,

censorship, the development of ideology
and politics of the body, and other
contextual issues. The challenges inherent
in possessing a collection of work of
undisputable artistic merit that people are
reluctant to display will also be considered.
In a time when ‘naked’ holds such a
fascination in our society, audiences will
be exposed to different understandings
and approaches to being nude, naked

or unclothed. THEMUSEUM presents
these unique works that Canada has been
reluctant to publically display, to challenge
perceptions, create discussions and
ultimately determine: Do you Get Naked?
Virginia Eichhorn, Curator, Getting Naked
Director & Chief Curator, Tom Thomson
Art Gallery | @VirginiaEichhorn
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PHIL LECONTE
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PHIL LECONTE
THERE’S SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT DOWNTOWN K-TOWN

“It has been
said that
laughter is the
best medicine.
I say morphine
is the best
medicine especially after
groin surgery but laughter is a
close second.”
- Phil L.

Photography: Dawne Taylor Gildners | @SnapdKW

HOMEGROWN

Born & raised in the K, lived in the W for
nearly 20 years, and knows this town inside
and out, Phil LeConte is an internationally
known and revered variety performer. With
his performing other half, Colin Franks, The
Silly People have appeared in more than 20
countries, hit every province in Canada and
have more than 400 festivals and events
under their combined belts. That’s a lot of
road to have covered before turning 40.
Phil & Colin’s work as touring artists led
them to produce a four-year variety show
series in Kitchener, featuring some of the
best international performers in vaudeville
nouveau. The success of this series allowed
Phil to establish the Waterloo Arts Festival
which ran for five spectacular years.
Now producing the Kitchener-Waterloo
Comedy Festival, Phil says “lots of people
hate their jobs. I feel lucky .. really .. who
wouldn’t love a job where you get to act out,
make people laugh and play for a living?”
Entering it’s sixth year, the K-W Comedy
Festival runs annually for four days each
March, bringing world-class comedians
to intimate venues all over town. Check
out K-town venues Centre in the Square,
the Registry Theatre and Cork Hall at
www.kw-comedy.com
Lynne Sosnowski

EVENTS

PHIL LECONTE
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DISTILLERY

THE SOUND DISTILLERY

MUSIC

Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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Late at night while Kitchener sleeps and the downtown businesses
have closed, you can often feel an “energy” over on Charles Street.
This is Kitchener’s own Will Muir at work in his Sound Distillery
recording studio. He can’t help it.
“Once I get in my groove mixing, time just
goes away and the next thing I know, the
morning birds are chirping. It makes for
a rough day but at least I get a good mix!”

over coffee. And, he puts his money where
his mouth is. Will has made it his mission
to cultivate and support young artists.

The passion that Will puts into his mixes is
not surprising; he is passionate about many
things – fishing, family and the Blue Jays
for example. But mention the power of
music to change lives and his passion goes
off the charts.

I first met Will when he donated his studio
and his time to produce the winners of a
Kiwanis high school talent competition.
He ended up mentoring them for a year,
working on their music and getting them
press and label attention. It was a labour
of love.

“All kids, especially those less fortunate,
deserve the opportunity to play music and
have their voices heard,” Will recently said

Recently Will has donated his time and
his skill at the Kitchener Public Library
teaching technology to youth. His fear
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THE SOUND DISTILLERY

MUSIC
is that youth, without the opportunity to
learn technology, will be left behind in the
new economy. When praised for his good
deeds, Will’s modesty kicks in.
“Its just helping out the kids. It is what we
are supposed to do, right?” Right, indeed.
Since opening The Sound Distillery three
years ago Will has worked with clients across
the musical spectrum from established local
artists like Daddy Long Legs and Connor
Gains to new singer/songwriters like Amy
Rola. He always brings excitement and new
ideas to his sessions and that is one of the
reasons he was nominated alongside his
heroes for the prestigious Pensado Award
for Project Studio of the Year.
“The nomination for that award was just a
sign that I was on the right path,” Will said.
Another sign is his recent work with country icon George Straight’s band members.
While they live in Austin and Nashville, two
cities with more recording studios per capita then anywhere in the world, they chose
to work with Will right here in Kitchener.
Despite these brushes with greatness, Will
does not see greener pastures elsewhere.
“I thought about relocating a couple of
years ago but then my neighbourhood
transformed. Downtown Kitchener has this
vibe now. Plus I can walk to work and that
is pretty cool!”
And being able to walk home from work,
especially after mixing in the studio ‘till the
birds come out, is also pretty cool!
Bob Egan

MUSIC

THE SOUND DISTILLERY
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 ill has made
W
it his mission
to cultivate
and support
young artists.

Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging
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MATT WEIDINGER

MUSIC

HOMEGROWN

MATT WEIDINGER
THE ROOTS RUN DEEP

“Everything I
need to succeed
is right here –
the gigs, the
support and the
opportunities.
I don’t need to
move to make it.”
- Matt W.

Photography: Darin White | @DarinTheGreat
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MATT WEIDINGER
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The current success story in Kitchener’s rich
musical history belongs to Matt Weidinger.
He is young, driven, versatile and extremely
talented. Before he finished high school
he was gigging twice a week, playing with
musicians twice his age.
“I am so grateful that the local players took
me under their wings and taught me all
about roots and blues music,” Matt said.
At 21-years-old, Matt has already had
many career milestones under his belt –
headlining the New Years Eve show in
downtown Kitchener, three appearances at
the Kitchener Blues Festival, hundreds of
gigs, two records released, prestigious offers
as a sideman and composing with an iconic
Canadian producer.
With his career in full swing, why has he
chosen to remain in Kitchener?
“Everything I need to succeed is right here –
the gigs, the support and the opportunities.
I don’t need to move to make it.”
Bob Egan
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CROWD SOURCING

SOCIAL

We get asked all the time “what’s the best way to get connected to the larger downtown community?”
So we spent the last year sourcing out some of the best places to rub shoulders and meet fellow
downtownees. (Above, KOI Music Festival’s free Friday concert in September).

SOCIAL

CROWD SOURCING
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Our friends at THEMUSEUM are always hosting super
fun parties. You’ve probably heard of Studio 54. Maybe
you’ve been to The Brush Off (pictured). These are
amazing events to meet up with downtownees or rub
shoulders with the corporate crowd. Now get ready for
‘After Dark‘ and the ‘Beer Series’.
Christie Entertainment Series presented by
THEMUSEUM After Dark:
Laser Nights - January 2015
Silent Disco - March 2015
Sam Green’s The Measure of All Things- June 12, 2015
Beer Series presented by THEMUSEUM
& Imbibe Food/Drink:
Beer & Ballet w/ Canada’s Ballet Jorgen- December 3, 2014
Beer & Beards w/ Tommy Gun’s Original BarbershopJanuary 14, 2015
Beer & Blooms w/ Living Fresh- February 11, 2015
Beer & Bingo w/ Radio Laurier- March 25, 2015

THEMUSEUM

In Support of THEMUSEUM:
KW Tri-Con - January 17-18, 2015
The Brush Off - January 24, 2015
Studio 54 - February 28, 2015
For more details visit themuseum.ca

It’s hard not to get chills when you walk through the
front doors. The buzz just inside the lobby is contagious.
Beautifully remodeled, the Centre In The Square’s interior
lobby is now the social focal point on show nights. As
part of the contemporary renovation, 13 exciting works
of art by eight Canadian artists are showcased.
With a growing, diverse set of concerts and performances,
you never know who you might run into before a show from rock loving Alice Cooper fans, to environmentalists
inspired to hear David Suzuki, to comedy lovers who
filled the halls for Lewis Black and Ryan Stiles. Here are
some of the great shows to look forward to:
The Book of Mormon - December 9-14, 2014
Bill Cosby - January 7, 2015
Great Big Sea’s Alan Doyle - January 21, 2015
Foreigner - February 7, 2015
Colin James - March 13, 2015
Just for Laughs Roadshow - April 20, 2015
Mamma Mia! - May 25, 26, 2015

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE
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There’s no greater embodiment of
community than the Saturday morning
market. Just visit the upper level to find
families having breakfast or old high school
friends catching up over coffee and apple
fritters. Be patient in the lower market. It’s
pretty common to get stuck in human traffic
jams because the aisles are blocked with
people conversing about business or family.
If you’re curious about what time to go, there
are a few usual patterns. Seniors and early
risers fill the Market between 7 and 9 a.m.
Families usually role in between 9 a.m. and
noon. The 20-something crowd and the deal
seekers often stroll in after lunch. The early
morning is also a great time to meet local
chefs and entrepreneurs who are stocking up
for Saturday night’s dinner rush.
For details on Market programs and events
visit kitchenermarket.ca

THE KITCHENER MARKET
Kitchener’s annual street party has become
the meeting ground for two types of
locals - car watchers and people watchers.
Thousands of classic car lovers stroll King
Street checking out the largest parade of
Camaros and Studebakers, while others line
the outdoor patios soaking in the crowd.
Imbibe, Bobby O’Briens and McCabes fill
up early, and rarely does a table free up.
As if they’d been jettisoned to a bustling
street in Paris or Rome, revelers can often
be overheard asking: “why can’t this happen
every Friday?”
This staple event happens on the second
Friday of July. Make sure you don’t
miss out on the 2015 party. Check out
kitchenerevents.ca for details.

CRUISING ON KING

SOCIAL
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This might be the summer’s largest
festival, often attracting over 150,000
people, but it’s what happens after the
music stops that makes it special. Known
as 12 Bar Blues, blues fans disperse from
the crowded stages and cram into tiny
venues to get super personal with some of
the best musicians around. You’ll want to
ask around to find out which venue is sure
to be the shoulder-to-shoulder hot spot.
Be sure to visit kitchenerbluesfestival.com
before you head to the festival as the bar
venues change every night.

TD KITCHENER BLUES FESTIVAL
Looking for a fashionable affair? You
won’t find a better-dressed crowd than at
HairUnited. The brainchild of local stylist
and entrepreneur Lina Shamoun, the event
brings a dozen of the region’s top salons
together for an avant-garde showcase of
local hair and fashion talent. Now if you
think it’s a stuffy fashion show, think again.
HairUnited is an artistic spectacle from the
minute you step through the doors, until
the moment the last model exits stage left.
But what makes the event truly special, are
the partnerships it builds. Local fashion
retailers, photographers, venue providers
and media unite with the salons to raise
money for local charities. The 2014 event
featured our downtown style experts from
Pino’s Salon and Flo Hair Lounge, while
the Crowne Plaza, Fine Feathers and
Country 106.7 also gave tirelessly to make
the event shine.

HAIRUNITED
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Photography: Cory Bluhm | @CoryBLuhm

“PEOPLE WHO TAKE OUR CLASSES DON’T REALIZE HOW CREATIVE THEY ACTUALLY ARE.” YVONNE ZENSNER
Sometimes creativity finds us in unlikely
and unexpected places. For Yvonne
Zensner, inspiration for her next cake
design will come from a place as simple
as a store window. “I’ll see a pattern or a
display in a retail store and instantly know
that’s the style I want to experiment with
next,” she says.

Now, the owner of The Cake Box is helping
others find their creative spark in her own
unlikely place – the kitchen.

classes and team building formats, often
centred around decorating cupcakes
or designing a cake.

“People who take our classes don’t realize
how creative they are,” Yvonne said “and we
help bring the creativity out of them.” The
Cake Box offers a variety of instructional

When it comes to private parties, anything
goes. “We usually theme the party around
the season, but for corporate customers,
we try to make the event relevant to their

SOCIAL

workplace.” This is all in addition to what has
made The Cake Box a staple of downtown
creativity – their innovative cake designs and
to-die-for cupcakes.
“You’d probably be surprised to know that our
male students tend to be more creative when it
comes to designing a cake,” Yvonne notes. Class
participants have ranged from ages 5 to 85.

Yvonne is tapping into other design genres
for more inspiration. She hires students from
architecture, fine arts and graphic design.
programs. A graphic designer will experiment
with different colour combinations; someone
with an architecture background is often
fascinated by the ornamental elements. And,
in turn, these staff share these design skills
with the students.

INSPIRED TEAM BUILDING
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INSPIRED TEAM BUILDING

Likewise, the Kitchener Market offers a range
of team building and party opportunities also centred around food.
“We want to help people discover their love
for cooking,” said Michelle McBride-Roach,
the program coordinator for the Market.
Each class is taught by a professional local
chef. Classes are intentionally kept small so
that participants get hands-on instructions
and tips.
“The beauty with food is we can continually
change the class theme based on what
inspires our participants,” Michelle explains.
“This F all you can learn to make innovative
cocktails and appetizers for your next
holiday potluck.”
One of the most popular events lately has
been the Farmer’s Dinner. Local farmers
team up with local chefs to not only create
amazing dishes, but to teach people about
how to source local food. And of course
everyone gets to indulge in a farm-fresh meal.
“Whether it’s a cooking class or corporate
team building, we want people to learn how
to cook, not just what to cook,” Michelle
explains. “We want people to walk away
inspired that good cooking does not have to
be difficult”.
Like Michelle, Yvonne’s passion for her
work shines through, “I’m very fortunate to
do what I love to do.”
Cory Bluhm

@CoryBluhm

SOCIAL
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“We want to help
people discover their
love for cooking.”
- Michelle McBride-Roach
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LAURA MCBRIDE
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LAURA McBRIDE
DOWNTOWN NEIGHBOURHOOD ALLIANCE

“The Downtown
Neighbourhood
Alliance is an
organization
that exemplifies
community,
the power of
working together
and sharing
experiences.”
- Laura M.
Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

HOMEGROWN
Kitchener’s Downtown Neighbourhood
Alliance (DNA) showcases an envious
sense of community. Bringing together five
neighbourhood associations under one roof,
DNA gives downtown residents a chance to
celebrate successes, overcome challenges,
and advocate for the betterment of the core.
“The Downtown Neighbourhood Alliance is
an organization that exemplifies community,
the power of working together and sharing
experiences,” explained DNA member Laura
McBride. “The Downtown Community
Centre acts as a hub for programming for
everyone, including neighbourhood alliance
events.”
The community centre, or DCC as it’s more
affectionately called, offers more than just
dance classes for tots – its walls are privy to
conversations that have impact, help foster a
sense of belonging, and give spirit to a local
arts and culture scene.
From traffic calming to heritage status, the
alliance works together to share information.
“Getting together gives us a chance to discuss how to handle changes,” Laura said.
Conversations don’t just happen when concerns arise. They also occur when there is
something to celebrate.
“We have the Hohner Porch Party, an amazing community garden and more,” said
Laura. “We’re fortunate to have these neighbourhoods where we have naturally strong
communities.”
Harnessing the power of a naturally present
sense of community is why the alliance has
been successful and why people are choosing
to live downtown. “It’s amazing to be able to
walk everywhere and raise a family in an area
where everyone looks out for one another,”
said Laura. “Downtown is exciting and energized. There are so many great things happening all the time.”
Anna Beard

@abeard07
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‘GAMERS’

“Kitchener doesn’t have a defined
identity yet and I think that gives
us far more breathing room as
creative people and entrepreneurs
to help steer the city or pick up
on a thread in the city and help
it grow, as it wants to grow.”
			
– Ryan Leandres

SOCIAL

The Adventures Guild Board Game Café
and Tavern is many things, but for owners
Ryan Leandres and Kate Cox, the most
important thing their café can be is a place
that feels like home to everyone who walks
through the door.
“There are all types of people who visit us
here. It’s a very inclusive space and that’s
what we wanted,” explained Kate.
“Kitchener is trying to decide what it is at this
point and we really wanted to give people a

THE ADVENTURES GUILD

place where they can express themselves,”
added Ryan. “Hopefully in doing so,
we are helping Kitchener decide what it is.”
After researching business ideas, Ryan
and Kate decided to create a space
they would want to use themselves – a
space that provided safety and security
to people of all ages, genders, and
interests, where people could connect
and interact with one another without
the pressures of being in a high-pressure
social atmosphere.

THE ADVENTURES GUILD
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Photography: Dean Landry | @Dvisionimaging

The café offers a variety of programming
– from writing to indie game design – and
gives organizations a place to showcase their
work. Adventures Guild Café is a venue to
build community in the heart of downtown.
Lone Wolf Wednesday nights, for example,
give solo gamers an opportunity to create
new friendships and network while playing
a board game or video game – away from
distracting screens and technology.
Adventures Guild Café is a neutral territory
that equalizes everyone. From console

gamers to card gamers, men, women, and
children – Kate noted that the café has “a
very diverse group of gamers here.”
The duo decided to open shop in downtown
Kitchener because they felt the café would be
a good addition to the diversity of the area.
“With the development that’s happening
downtown, and the things coming up in the next
few years, this is the perfect time to set Kitchener
up to be really successful with new investment
and new growth downtown,” said Kate.

“Kitchener doesn’t have a defined identity
yet and I think that gives us far more
breathing room as creative people and
entrepreneurs to help steer the city or pick
up on a thread in the city and help it grow, as
it wants to grow.” added Ryan.
Anna Beard

@abeard07
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ADVENTURE TIME
IN DOWNTOWN
EXPLORE THE CORE
SATURDAY WITH THE KIDS
Kitchener Market for Norris cookies; Water Boat Racing at
THEMUSEUM; burn off energy at Victoria Park Splash Pad;
Lunch at Union Burger; home for a much needed rest.

TANNERY PROGRAMMER’S DAY
Off to the office for 11am, write code like crazy; Balzac’s for a coffee;
see who’s at the Hub; back to write code like crazy; run to my loft
for supper; back to the office; write code like crazy; beer and board
games at Imbibe.

STUDENT NIGHT OUT
Dinner at Northern Thai, pre-drinks at McCabes; beat the line
at Dallas; watch silly people ride the bull; walk to Double Double
for a slice of pizza and some of those amazing potato wedges.

LOCAL’S NIGHT OUT
Dinner at Marisol; pre-drinks at Imbibe; party at Abstract;
take cab to Pepis for a munchie sub. Mmmmm munchie sub.

SATURDAY MORNING AFTER
Coffee at Matter of Taste; breakie at Slices; get the last
minute deals at the Market; home to rest; do it
all over again...after a nap.

Illustration: Branko Vranic | brankovranic.com
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS
BEHIND THE PEN

BREANNA CROSSMAN

PROJECT CREATOR/MANAGER
Breanna is a full time downtownie
and has always had a passion for
where she lives. You can find her
in one of the many Downtown
Kitchener businesses on any given
day. Breanna is excited to share her
community through these stories
and pictures.

LAURA JOHNSTON

EDITOR IN CHIEF
Laura Johnston, a self-admitted
word junkie, will have five books on
the go at any one time and enjoys
healthy debates about misplaced
modifiers and the demise of the
semi-colon. A life-long Kitchener
resident, Laura enjoys spoiling Max,
her yellow lab (“who really is an
extra-large lap dog!”).

CINDY PERRI

ART DIRECTOR
Born and raised in Kitchener,
Cindy knew she wanted help
shape arts, culture & media in
her hometown. She went on to
study graphic design at Conestoga
College. When she graduated,
she knew that growing her career
didn’t require her to look any
further than her front doorstep.

TERI LYNN O’BRIEN

SENIOR DESIGNER
As a graphic designer and
lover of downtown Kitchener,
Teri Lynn jumped at the
opportunity to fuse her passions
through the creation of this
magazine. She can usually be found
at one of the delicious downtown
restaurants or cafes, or walking her
dog down King Street.

Photo Credit: Jason Bangerter

BRANKO VRANIC

ILLUSTRATOR
Branko Vranic is a graphic
designer and illustrator based in
Kitchener. He is a graduate of
Conestoga College’s graphic design
program and a big fan of cats,
science fiction and vinyl records.
www.brankovranic.com

BOB EGAN

WRITER
By day, Bob Egan manages Bob’s
Guitar Service and oversees the
Modern Audio Arts courses at
Conestoga College. By night, he
plays steel guitar and mandolin
for Blue Rodeo. He loves going
to “work.” He is also a huge fan
of Kitchener and wouldn’t live
anywhere else in the world.

ANDREW COPPOLINO

WRITER
Andrew Coppolino, a Kitchenerbased freelance writer and
broadcaster, is also food columnist
for CBC K-W, the Kitchener Post
and culinary correspondent for
Rogers TV “Grand River Living”.
With Mark Morton, University of
Waterloo, Andrew has published
cook book and culinary history
book “Cooking with Shakespeare”
(Greenwood Press, 2008).

CHRISTINA PROCTOR

WRITER
An avid reader, tea drinker
and reality TV buff, Christina
Proctor loves Waterloo Region. A
community champion by day and
fashion blogger by night, Christina
is focused on making a difference
through her work at Strong Start
and her shop local blog, www.
wearoutthere.com. Struck by a
bad case of wanderlust, Christina
daydreams about her next big
travel adventure. Stay tuned!
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BEHIND THE LENS

LYNNE SOSNOWSKI

CORY BLUHM

DARIN WHITE

DEAN LANDRY

ANNA BEARD

VIRGINIA EICHHORN

MATT SMITH

DAWNE TAYLOR GILDNERS

WRITER
Lynne has been presenting,
promoting and making art in K-W
since the mid ‘80s. She likes duct
tape, Sharpies and taking short
walks in dark back stages.

WRITER
Anna Beard is a communications
and community advocacy
enthusiast. Working as a
Communications Officer at the
University of Waterloo she is also
the Arts and Culture Editor for the
Cord Community Edition.
Anna believes that the fastest way to
make any place feel like home is by
getting out and making it your own.

WRITER & PHOTOGRAPHER
Urban designer by trade, Cory
travels the world in search of the
best ways to help make DTK even
more awesome! He’s an advocate
for purple bistro tables, blue
snowflakes, steel bollards and lime
green parking garages. He’ll find
any excuse to throw a party on
King Street.

WRITER
Virginia Eichhorn has worked
in the visual arts field for over
twenty-five years. Most recently
she was appointed as Director &
Chief Curator for Bishop House:
Museum, Archives & National
Historic Site and the
Tom Thomson Art Gallery.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Darin White captures the mashup
of arts, tech, music, and the maker
movement in Waterloo Region.
Hire him to help you tell the story
of your business. Check out his
blog makebright.com to see the
visual storytelling approach. Define
your self-identity and engage the
world by telling a story. Contact
dw@makebright.com

PHOTOGRAPHER
Matt Smith is a photographer who
grew up in Kitchener with a passion
for urban and night photography.
His Kitchener1000 project, along
with much of his other work
can be found at http://www.
matthewsmithphoto.net as well as
in the pages of Waterloo Region’s
coolest monthly newspaper, The
Cord Community Edition.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Born & raised in Kitchener Dean
Landry is all about local. He’s been
an accomplished photographer for
over a decade focusing on people,
product and culture (www.dvision.
ca). When Dean’s not behind
the camera he is a committed
& passionate organic food
entrepreneur with
OrganicsLive.com

PHOTOGRAPHER
publisher/editor/passionista/
over-critical thinker/serial ranter
and always seeking a good laugh.
Dawne is a skier, music lover,
wife and mother of two. She is
passionate about her community
& photography and loves to
share with others, the things she
sees through her lens. Owner of
kitchenerwaterloo.snapd.com.
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PAINT AWAY

DOWNTOWN
KITCHENER IS
YOUR CANVAS.

